If X and F are locally compact Hausdorff spaces, and if we denote by Co(X) and C7(F) the Banach spaces of continuous, complexvalued functions vanishing at infinity on X and F respectively, then, according to the Banach-Stone Theorem, the existence of an isometry between the function spaces Co (A) and Co(F) implies that X and Y are homeomorphic.
In [l] it was shown that if we assume, in addition, that X and F satisfy the first axiom of countability, then this theorem can be generalized by considering isomorphisms with small norm instead of isometries. The object of this paper is to show that the conclusions of [l] remain valid without the assumption of first countability.
Theorem. Let X and Y be locally compact Hausdorff spaces. If there exists a norm-increasing isomorphism <p of Co(X) onto Co(F) with bound less than two, \\f\\ ^||<p(/)|| ^||<p|| \\f\\, fECoiX), \\<p\\ <2, then X and Y are homeomorphic.
Proof. We employ the notation of [l] . M will denote a real number with ||<p|| <2Af<2, and we define the constants M', N, N' by M' = \\<p\\-M, N=1/2M, N' = l-N. For any point xEX (resp. yE Y) we denote by px (resp. py) the positive unit mass concentrated at the point x (resp. y). We then denote by Fi the set of all yE F for which there exists an xEX with
where a is a complex number with | a| > M, and p is a regular Borel measure on X (element of C0(A)*) with pi{x})=0, and hence ||/x|| <M'. We thus obtain a mapping p from Fi to X defined by p(y) =x, where x is associated with y by (1) .
Similarly, we let Xi represent the set of all xEX for which there exists a yE F with (2) 0*"Vx = Plly + H, where B is a complex number with |/3| >N, and n is a regular Borel measure on F with pi{y})=0, and hence ||/x|| <N'. A mapping t of Xi to Y is then defined by r(x)=y, where y is associated with x by (2).
What we want to show is that Yx = F, and that p is a homeomorphism of Y onto X which has r as its inverse. In [l] , this was established by a sequence of three propositions. The proofs of the first two of these depended upon an application of the dominated convergence theorem, for which some countability hypothesis was necessary. Here we establish the theorem by proving the same three propositions, but in the absence of a countability condition the method of proof is altered considerably.
Proposition
1. p (resp. t) is a mapping of Yx (resp. Xx) onto X (resp. Y).
Proof. Let x be any point of X and let { £/»•: iEl) be the family of neighborhoods of x, where the set of indices / is directed in the usual manner by set inclusion (ix^i2 if c7,-2C J/.J. For each index i, let fxj be an element of Co(X) with fXli(x) = \\fx,i\\ =1, and/x,,(x') =0
for all x'EX-Ut. Then it is clear that lim (<t>(fx,i))iy) = lim | <p(fx,i)duy = lim I fXiid(<p*Uy)
exists for all yE Y, and is equal to (<f>*uv)({x}). We wish to show that there exists at least one yEY such that lim,| (<p(fx,i))(y)\ >M. To this end, for each iEI we will denote by Si the subset of F defined by Si = {yEY: | (<b(fx,i))(y) | > M).
(Note that Si is nonvoid since <p is norm-increasing.) We then denote by Yx the subset of all yEY such that there exists a net {yt: iEl) in F, with yiESi for each i, which has y as a cluster point.
First of all, we claim that Yx is a finite set. For assume that y is any element of Yx and gy is an element of C0( Y) with gv(y) = \\gy\\ = M. Let
Vbe the neighborhood of y defined by V= {y'E Y: \gy(y')\ >\\<f>\\/2).
For each iEI such that SiC\ V is nonvoid, we choose y.G-S',/^ V and define the complex number X, by |X,-| =1 and arg X; = arg gy(y/) -arg(<p(fx,i))(yi); then we have HX^Cfx.O+g^l > Jkf+||0||/2, so that ||X<f.t<-r^r1fi,)||>Jlf/||0||+l>l. Now ||<£-1(gv)|| ^M<\, so that the maximum set of the function \^ifx.i+<p~1igy)\ is contained in the neighborhood W, of x defined by Wi={x'EX: /x,;(x')^0}. Moreover, at any point x' of this maximum set | i4>~1igy))(x')\ is bounded away from zero by the positive quantity e = lf/||^)|| -\. Since yEYx, there exists a net {y{} in F, with y^G^t for each i, that has y as a cluster point. And for each i such that y,G V, there exists a point x* of the corresponding set W, in X with | (<p_1(gy))(x<)| ^e. Since the W, thus obtained constitute a neighborhood basis at x, we conclude that | i{p~1igv))ix)\ 5:e. But (A very simple argument shows that Yx is nonvoid. However, since this fact will be a consequence of what is proven below, for the moment we simply set 4>*~1Px = P, if Yx is void.) We now show that there exists at least one ykE Yx with lim^l (<?(/*,,■)) (y*)| > M. For suppose that for all ykE Yx we had limi| (d>(fx,i))(yk)\ HLM. Then, since Yx is finite, there would be an iiEI such that for all *==7i and all ykE Yx we would have I (4>(fx.i)) (yk) I < M+ (1 -M)/2. Next, by the regularity of p, we could find a compact set KQY-YX such that \p\ (Y-K) <(l -M)/i.
(\n\ denotes the total variation of 11.) Since K is compact and disjoint from Yx, there exists an i2E I such that *^7 implies | (4>(fx,/))(y) | ^ M for all yEK. Hence, if we choose an ioEI such that 7^7 and 7=^7, then for all *'^7 we would obtain (noting that £|/7| ^1 and y=si-£|j8*i)
which is absurd.
Hence we conclude that there is at least one point of Yx, which we denote simply as y, such that lim.-J (</>(/*,,)) (y)| >M. Writing <p*pv = apx+u, where a is complex and u({x}) = 0, we have lim (*(/,,())(y) = i<t>*uy)i{x}) = a, t so that \a\ >M, yE Yx, and p(y) =x.
Similarly, if y is any point of Y, a net {gy.f. jej) of elements of C0(F), converging pointwise to the characteristic function of {y}, is defined in a manner exactly analogous to that used in defining the fXii. li we then define the subset T, of X by Z/= {xEX: I i(b~1igyj))ix)\ >N}, and define Xy to be the set of all xEX such that there exists a net j Xy} in X, with x/G Fy for all j, which has x as a cluster point, an argument analogous to that given above shows that Proof. Let y belong to Fi and let {gyj'.jEJ} be a net of elements of Co(y), converging pointwise to the characteristic function of \y}, and defined as in the proof of the previous proposition. Let piy) ~x and let us assume that either x is not an element of Xx, or that x belongs to A'l but r(x)^y.
We must then conclude that limy| (<b~1(gv.j))(x)\ ^N. We now note that if x' is any element of X such that limy| i<t>~1igyj))ix')\ >N, then x' belongs to Xy, a finite set. Hence if we define the number P by P = sup lim | i4rligvj))ix') \ 
